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THE 

ONE PROGRESSIVE PRINCIPLE. 

To a spectator at a distance this world of ours 

would present a mere chaos of active life. In the 

countless modes in which human energy expends 

itself—the multiplied forms of government—in the 

erection of cities—the extension of commerce—the 

shock of armies—and in all the tumult that keeps 

this planet in a tremor, he would see but the sum 

total of individual action—the mere aggregation of 

the efforts of each soul working out its own schemes, 

seeking its own good. 

It would seem a sea of separate billows driven by 

no common wind, but moving to distinct and sepa¬ 

rate forces. But to one who studies the philosophy 

of history, an under-current exhibits itself, moving 

steadily and strongly, though not uniformly, on, bear¬ 

ing all this disconnected life, this irregular, but 

tremendous energy, to a certain goal. 

The doctrine of human progress has been much 

discussed of late, and I find it believed or disbe- 
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iieved according to the tastes and occupations of 

men, rather than from the arguments they themselves 

use. To the outward, active man, steamboats, rail¬ 

roads, and magnetic telegraphs, by connecting cities 

and continents, and furnishing highways for commerce 

and thought, appear objects of incalculable worth— 

compared to which, the philosophy of the ancients, 

the poetry and art of the Greeks and Romans, are 

but the useless reveries, or dreamy sentimentality, 

of great but inefficient men. He looks on the sur¬ 

face of things, and seeing this world active with life 

—cities springing, as by the touch of an enchanter’s 

hand, into existence—manufactories dashing every 

river into foam—steam-power hurling men thirty 

miles an hour, from one end of a continent to the 

other—and the very lightnings of heaven harnessed 

down and made to work like a common dray-horse ; 

he regards the world as just waking up, and looks 

with surprise on the immobility and apathy of past 

ages. He believes in human progress—he tells you 

that this world has taken incredible leaps forward. 

He meets all arguments opposed to his statements, 

with expressions of astonishment. It does not need 

reason, it needs only eijes to convince one. On the 

other hand, the man of books and reflection beholds 

things through quite another medium. To him the 

inward life is the great life of man. He has read 

the history of man with his eye on his soul in¬ 

stead of his hands: and, perchance, became so 

deeply imbued with the spirit of the past—drank so 

deeply from the wells of ancient philosophy and 
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literature, that he regards the fierce action of men 

around him as indicative of anything hut progress. 

To him “internal improvements” is a misnomer, 

and this out-thrusting of the whole man as ominous 

of evil rather than good. The poet is very much of 

the same opinion, for though he may appreciate the 

action around him, he doubts its issue. lie may 

admire the new developments of energy on every 

side, hut to see money-lenders ruling the world in¬ 

stead of sages and poets; the broker’s exchange 

taking the place of the academic grove ; and halls of 

statuary and painting removed to furnish room for 

cotton bales and hogsheads of tobacco; and, alas ! the 

strong effort to develope and embody the beautiful 

and true, both in nature and art, disappear before 

the mad excitement after gain ; augurs sadly for the 

race. True, this world is wide awake, but the 

louder the clamor rings the more indistinct and low 

sound the voice of wisdom, and the calm accents of 

meditation and secluded thought. The develop¬ 

ment of energy at the cost of these, though it trans¬ 

forms the surface of the earth, will leave the 

spiritual man worse than before. So reasons he as 

he looks abroad on life ; and as he casts his eye down 

through coming centuries, he fears their final report 

will tell poorly for the experiment so confidently 

carried out. The “ man of the age ” rubs his hands 

with delight when he sees how easily he can con¬ 

nect two manufacturing towns, by running a rail¬ 

road, perchance, through the scenery ofWindemere 

Cottage, while Wordsworth vents his complaints 
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and unbelief in a sonnet, that would look odd amid 

the engineer’s report of a railroad company. Some 

will take up history in detail, and prove that man 

has made little, if any, improvement since the classic 

days of Greece and Rome. Others acknowledge the 

progress, but have no faith in the final result. 

Doubting the virtue of man, and reasoning from the 

past, they expect to see him commit suicide at last. 

To them this earth seems like a vessel on a lee- 

shore, wrapped in the midnight storm, sending con¬ 

stantly heavenward her cry for help, and the over¬ 

throw of every government—the failure of every 

experiment designed for the relief of man, a sig¬ 

nal gun of distress, fired through the gloom; and 

believe that the way of deliverance is not yet found. 

And 1 must confess, to look back on some portions 

of human history, man seems to have been moving 

round like an old mill-horse in the same circle, ever 

grinding out the same paramount falsehood, that 

governments were made for the few, and the bless¬ 

ings and comforts of life for the few also. 

Whether the world is gradually advancing to 

maturity like a thriving tree, or steadily improving 

like the character of a good man striving after per¬ 

fection, I shall not now discuss. But the mere fact 

that with six thousand years as a scale, and whole 

centuries as degrees, it is still a moot-question, 

shows its utter worthlessness in all calculations for 

the future. If with such a long interval, in which 

to note the advancing steps of the race, it is still 

doubtful which way it is tending, I leave it for 
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others to determine the time necessary to bring man 

up to a state of political, social, or religious millen¬ 

nium. Still we are not to suppose the centuries 

have come and gone hap-hazard. It would be im¬ 

pious to declare, as we stand at the close of six 

thousand years, and look back, that they have had 

no mission nor meaning—that they have risen to the 

surface like bubbles, and burst, leaving nothing to 

the generations that toiled so painfully through 

them. All that has passed may be but the prepara¬ 

tion, so that the work in the world shall be a short 

one. All this tremendous expenditure of time, and 

energy, and life, may be but the lifting of the en¬ 

gine, whose downward blow shall shake the 

earth. 

At least there has been a steady progress in one 

principle which is changing, and shall change the 

face of the world. Whatever the final issue may 

be—whether it shall save or wreck the hopes of 

man, it is to introduce a new era, and give us human 

life under a new form—I mean the democratic princi¬ 

ple. I would I could relieve the mind from all those 

definitions which political demagogues have given 

this term, and it might be allowed its legitimate, 

true meaning—the right of man to govern himself— 

the right to think, speak, and act for himself, all 

growing out of his personal worth. Perhaps it 

would be better to call it the republican principle— 

or the doctrine of equal rights. I refer now to the 

world at large, and more especially to civilized 

Europe. In watching the rise and progress of this 
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principle, tracing it through its bloody conflicts—its 

defeats and victories, witnessing its sufferings and 

transports, and beholding how the thought and 

strength of the world have been concentrated upon 

it, I have felt that he who would write out the 

future history of man must study it deeply. I make 

no apology for bringing this subject before you, 

although it may not seem in every respect appropri¬ 

ate to this occasion. So long as it is the burden of 

the true poet in every land and the inspiration of 

the artist in his brightest creations, and has been 

and is the end and aim of the scholar in every age, 

it belongs not to the politician but to you. 

As I behold it steadily making its way over the 

earth, to-day assuming the character of a religious, 

to-morrow of a political, revolution, still gaining in 

every change, it becomes to me the most moment¬ 

ous of all questions whatsoever. The fate of the 

world turns on it, and of all men the scholar is most 

deeply interested in it. In him is supposed to be 

lodged the true conservative spirit. Having stu¬ 

died the past while living in the present—a thought¬ 

ful, yet practical man—with knowledge, and the 

power to make that knowledge felt, he under 

heaven, is the only pilot for the troublous times on 

which the governments of the world are entering. 

When the strong checks of arbitrary power are 

removed, and the reins are thrown on the necks of 

men, and they are left to dash away in the joy of 

their recovered freedom, and at the bidding of their 

own strong impulses; there will be a chapter writ- 
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ten in human history that man shall tremble to 

read. 

What the design of God was, in shutting up in 

the Jewish nation all those principles and truths 

adapted to reform and civilize the world, it is impos¬ 

sible to tell. The greatest pains seem to have been 

taken to keep the nations of the earth in ignorance ; 

and they were left, while century after century pass¬ 

ed by, to toil round in the same circle, confused rather 

than aided by the dim light of nature. It may have 

been, to let the world try the experiment of taking 

care of itself, to prevent similar follies in future, and 

hence give revelation, when it should be made uni¬ 

versal, a value it would not otherwise have possess¬ 

ed. At all events, man was kept in a state of servi¬ 

tude and ignorance. Even the proud Roman had no 

idea of personal worth. “ I am a Roman citizen,” 

he exclaimed, and in that lay his dignity. Holding 

the proud rank of Roman citizen, he could confront 

kings without being abashed, but in Rome he was a 

slave. Under the shadow of the Palatine Hill he 

walked, silent and fearful. There, he never uttered, 

“ I am a man.” He was a Roman, deriving his great¬ 

ness from the city in which he dwelt; still, he was 

not a man, borne up with the consciousness of his 

individual greatness—his personal value. Christ 

was the first who ever uttered this truth. The masses 

had always been addressed as mere instruments 

made for the handiwork of kings and chieftains; but 

Christ, as he stooped over the hitherto despised mul¬ 

titude, and whispered in their astonished ears, “ Ye 
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are men,” startled into life a spirit that no conjuring 

has since been able to lay. It was a revolutionary 

sentiment, more dangerous to the Roman power and 

to all the Csesars of the world than to proclaim him¬ 

self King of the Jews. To tell men—despised, igno¬ 

rant fishermen—that they were children of a com¬ 

mon parent—younger brothers of the Son of God, 

who wms no respecter of persons, was waking up a 

whole world of thought in the human heart, and 

pouring through it emotions more terrible than the 

throb of the earthquake. From that moment life 

took a different level. For ages, the waters had 

moved sluggishly on—at the appearance of Christ, 

they dashed over their barriers, and seeking a new 

level, flowed onward, making a channel for them¬ 

selves. The first step of the emancipated mind was 

to break away from the very religious ceremonies it 

had been taught to venerate, and which had the 

sanction of Moses, and Samuel, and David, and all 

the prophets—to turn the back on Jewish syna¬ 

gogues and temples and ritual—and, pushing aside 

the High Priest at the altar, scattering the ashes of 

bullocks and goats to the winds, step boldly beyond 

the very Holy of Holies, and prostrating itself in 

the presence of God alone, pour out its complaints 

and sorrows on his infinite bosom. After this, there 

could be nothing that man dare not do. To stamp 

him with such dignity at the outset—to tell the ig¬ 

norant beggar that he was greater than priests and 

sacrifices—was to set in motion a principle that, un¬ 

arrested, would subvert everything but truth. From 
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that time on, through all the changes of religious and 

political life, man has been striving to make this 

principle practical. Baffled at every step, cheated 

in every effort, often discouraged and sometimes 

despairing, he has still made advancement; till now 

he assumes the character of dictator, rather than 

petitioner, and claims, rather than asks, his rights. 

At first, he thought only of religions liberty—dare 

speak out only as God commanded him. But the 

right to be his own master in one thing, soon em¬ 

boldened him to claim it in others. Still, no hea¬ 

venly voice gave him permission to assert his civil 

rights before rulers; nay, he was commanded to 

submit to wrong and injustice there, to bow to the 

oppressor, and die without remonstrance at his feet. 

The consequence was, the moment Christianity ac¬ 

quired temporal power, the liberty of conscience be¬ 

gan to disappear. The Christian could resist the 

Pagan ruler in his religious duties, but it was the 

most natural thing in the world, that while he sub¬ 

mitted to the dictation of a King in temporal mat¬ 

ters, he should also soon yield him, if a Christian, 

obedience in spiritual matters. Thus, the Church, 

in time, became corrupt and heartless as the Jewish, 

and the people as blind and slavish as ever. Cheated 

out of the good they thought secure, they mourned on 

for centuries. I might, if I had time, carry the mind 

over that gloomy interval called the dark ages, and 

show, even there, this principle now and then strug¬ 

gling to the surface and evincing its life. Over that 

gloomy sea some system or man—some poet or 
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writer—arose, like a Pharos, telegraphing the feeble 

light from one disordered century to another. The 

very chaos to which things were reduced—the mix¬ 

ture of democratic, theocratic and monarchical insti¬ 

tutions together—shows the irregular yet still des¬ 

perate efforts of this principle to embody itself. 

Feudalism grew out of it; nay, it was itself the em¬ 

bodiment of the doctrine of freedom in a certain 

class: declaring that a few, at least, had personal 

rights, besides the monarch, and would defend them. 

The great increase of heresies in the Church, during 

the thirteenth century, was another exhibition of the 

questioning spirit—the right of man to think for him¬ 

self. I might show how this darkness and confusion 

were the results of the mind struggling to break 

away from old forms and old checks, till the cry for 

reformation became so loud and thrilling that it burst 

on the Continent of Europe like a revolution. But 

this is not necessary; the very fact of the reforma¬ 

tion of Luther, proves the strength and progress of 

this principle of freedom, even in its infancy. Lu¬ 

ther did not make the times, but the times made 

him. He was demanded, called for in such accents 

that he was compelled to appear. But whence this 

demand ? why this terrible waking up of the mind ? 

It was the secret claim, finally uttered aloud: the 

universal whisper emboldened into a shout. It is 

true, the idea of constitutional liberty had scarcely 

yet dawned on the minds of men; religious liberty 

was the chief object they sought, but they asked it 

with a firmer tone, and a clearer conception of their 
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rights than ever before. The caution and prudence 

which marked the course of kings and rulers, also 

show the progress it had made; and the world waked 

up farther ahead than where it lay down to sleep. 

From that time on, its slumbers have been shorter and 

less profound than before. I cannot now, as I have 

said, trace this principle in its progress, as it is suffi¬ 

cient to my purpose to point to its existence here 

and there, and show how, with every appearance, it 

has gained strength and power. After the reforma¬ 

tion of Luther, it advanced with more rapid strides, 

though often disappearing from the surface, till it 

again burst forth in the English revolution. The 

little civil liberty the fifteenth century gave man, 

seemed about to be lost, and kings and nobles no 

longer acted as checks on each other, but both toge¬ 

ther conspired to oppress the people. The character 

of the English revolution evinces how much broader 

man’s views had become. Here the first demand 

was for reform in the State. Hitherto, man had 

asked for his religious rights, and dare ask for nothing 

except as he stood in the shadow of his God and 

spoke. Now, all at once, he plants himself on a con¬ 

stitution, and appeals not only to a divine law, but 

points to himself as containing the charter of his 

rights. 

The wealthy commons of England stood manfully 

up to resist the aggressive acts of Charles I., who had 

learned his miserable principles of government in 

Spain. Still men were not prepared to sustain a rev¬ 

olution based on political principles alone—it needed 
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one more struggle before they would stand on the 

broad platform of human rights, and maintain sternly 

their own in every department of life. That glorious 

revolution which gave so much liberty to the world, 

threatened to be a failure; and not till religion en¬ 

tered into it as a chief element, was its success cer¬ 

tain. Cromwell had but little idea of consti¬ 

tutional liberty, and cared but little about it. Du¬ 

ring those fearful struggles in the Long Parliament, 

when such men as Hampden, and Pym, and Elliot 

were stepping between a haughty monarch and his 

subjects, he remained a passive spectator. But soon 

as religion became uppermost, we find him with 

his fierce riders bursting like a thunderbolt through 

the serried ranks of the royalist infantry, with the 

fearful war-cry, “ religion,” on his lips, or pouring 

his strong battalions to the charge with the shout, 

“ The Lord of Hosts ! the Lord of Hosts !” 

With the Jewish government as a model, seeking 

to establish a sort of theocracy, he in the mean time 

planted, unconsciously, the tree of English liberty 

strong and deep : for in such agitations men discuss 

the acts of their rulers, and in revolutions they learn 

their rights fast. What a stride forward had been 

taken since the time of Henry VIII. A king had 

been executed like a common felon for encroaching 

on the liberty of his subjects, and power had passed 

rapidly into the hands of the people, so that when 

James undertook to enact over the follies of his pre¬ 

decessor, how quietly he was shoved from the 

throne, and the Hanoverian line took the place of 

the Stuart line. 
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But while the stern-hearted men of England were 

thus battling for their rights at home, a little band 

sought these shores; and here, amid the solitude of 

the wilderness, removed from the influence of time- 

honored institutions, completed the code of human 

rights, and laid the broad basis of freedom, so that 

when the Declaration of Independence was given 

to the world, the character of all future struggles 

between man and his rulers became clearly defined. 

This single principle of personal freedom had strug¬ 

gled on through centuries, and finally blazed up 

in its splendor on the margin of the American 

wilderness. Now disappearing from sight, and now 

rising into view in one form or another, it at last 

stood revealed in all its perfection and startling 

clearness before the world. Through seventeen 

centuries it had toiled its way, gaining slowly but 

surely, till between Csesar and his legions, and 

Washington and his patriot band, there is a differ¬ 

ence wider than time. 

But since then with what bold and rapid steps it 

has advanced. Since the completion and fearless 

utterance of the code of freedom, the nations of the 

earth seem to have been hurried forward by some 

secret yet irresistible impulse. Shall I point to 

Mexico and South America, rising from their semi- 

barbarism at the sound of our voice—to Ireland, 

well nigh casting from her the most disgraceful yoke 

ever placed by a civilized nation on any people—to 

Poland, rending her chain and dying in the effort, 

and last of all to France, slowly sinking in a sea of 
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blood to rise again amid the horror of mankind ? 

Why was this simple declaration, “Ye are men,” 

followed by such sudden and fearful results ? Not 

only because a nation had cast off disguise and 

declared the truth without apology or explanation, 

and had made it good in the teeth of one of the 

strongest governments on the globe ; but because 

the principle itself had made such progress in the 

hearts of men, that this free utterance met their 

wants, and forced into action their secret wishes. 

Have you ever seen an eagle fettered to the earth 

day after day and week after week ? How his plu¬ 

mage droops and his proud bearing sinks away into 

an expression of fear and humility. His eye, that 

was wont to outgaze the sun, is lustreless and dead, 

and but low sounds of irritation escape him. But 

just let the free cry of a free eagle, seated on some 

far mountain crag, meet his ear, and how his rough¬ 

ened plumage smooths itself into beauty, his droop¬ 

ing neck becomes erect, and his eye gleams as of old. 

Pour that wild scream again on his ear, and those 

broad wings unfold themselves in their native 

strength, and with a cry as shrill and piercing as that 

of his fellow, he strains on his fetter, and perchance 

bursts away, soaring gloriously towards heaven. 

Who then shall stay his flight or fill his heart with 

fear ? So had man been chained down age after age, 

till his spirit was broken, his dignity and glory gone, 

and his soul marred and stained. Our declaration 

of rights was the dry of that free eagle on his moun¬ 

tain crag, and the fettered soul heard and answered 
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it the world over, with a shout that rocked the 

thrones of Europe to their bases, and made the 

chain that hound it smoke and quiver beneath its an¬ 

gry blows. Poland stretched out her arms towards 

us and fell weeping amid the ashes of Praga. Italy 

sang once more her ancient songs of freedom in the 

Roman Forum. Ireland shouted and fell, and 

France took it up, “ and the earthquake opened un¬ 

der the Bourbon throne, and down sunk a whole 

dynasty of kings.” Amid the half and complete 

failures of other nations, France alone was success¬ 

ful. I will not now speak of the horrors committed 

in the name of liberty during the French revolution, 

for I wish only to illustrate the progress this repub¬ 

lican principle had made. In every struggle that 

man had put forth he mingled in it more or less his 

civil rights, still sheltering himself under religion. 

Gradually venturing from express commands to 

general principles, he at length made a clean sweep 

of kings, and titles, and privileges, and property, 

and education. Ten years elapsed between the 

calling of the States-General and the establishment 

of the Consulate—ten years that stand without a 

parallel. More than a million of men had fallen, 

and the most desperate struggle this principle had 

yet encountered put forth. France then seized our 

declaration of rights and hurled it like a firebrand 

over the Continent, and kings gathered together in 

consternation to extinguish it, and consult how they 

could best crush principles with bayonets, and 

moved down their allied armies on the infant repub¬ 

lic, but they only brought the tumult into their own 

2 
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land; and lo! the revolution went rolling over the 

French borders, deluging Europe in its rash flow. 

The French revolution was a most fearful episode 

in human history, but it was needed: nothing else 

would have done. The iron framework of feudalism 

had fastened itself so thoroughly, and rusted so long 

in its place above the heads of the people, that no 

slow corrosion or steadily wasting power could af¬ 

fect its firmness. A convulsion that should heave 

and rend everything asunder was demanded. It came 

in the revolution. The kings of Europe, in endea¬ 

voring to crush it, invited it on their own soil, and 

Bonaparte was just the man to accept this invitation. 

Taking the untamed energies this sudden upheaving 

had cast forth on the bosom of society, he prepared 

to dispute with Europe the exclusive claim of no¬ 

bility to power and privilege. A plebeian himself, 

he made marshals, and dukes, and kings of plebeians. 

He took base-born men and pitted them against 

princes and nobles of every degree, and the ple¬ 

beians proved themselves the better men. He 

forced the haughty aristocracy to mingle in blood 

and companionship with that of his own making, 

and carried out to its utmost limit the first act of the 

tiers etat, when they wished the orders to verify in 

common. lie thus broke up this iron system over 

the Continent-—drove everything into fragments— 

and sent thrones, emptied of their kings, and all the 

insignia of royalty, drifting like a floating wreck on 

the ocean he had set heaving. The strongest pil¬ 

lars of royalty were shattered to their bases, and the 

objects of oldest, deepest reverence, made power- 
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less as the tricks of a play-actor. He confounded 

and confused everything, and set the crowned heads 

of Europe in such a tumult and wonderment that 

they have not yet recovered their senses. He 

started every rivet in the chain of despotism so that 

it can never he fully fastened again, and more than 

all, waked up the human mind to think for itself: 

so that the dark ages can never more return. With 

his motives I have now nothing to do. I am speak¬ 

ing of results only. Other experiments now are to 

be worked out, and other destinies reached, differ¬ 

ent from those which have heretofore made up the 

history of man. 

The French revolution settled one thing in the 

minds of Continental kings—that reform is not to be 

checked by the bayonet. Its effects are already 

visible; and it stands, and shall stand, as a ghost with 

which to frighten them from their oppressions. Mon- 

archs speak more respectfully of the rights of their 

subjects, and less arrogantly of their own power. Man, 

simple, untitled man, is no longer a cipher in gov¬ 

ernment. He is consulted silently, if not openly, 

and he is feared as he stands in the mighty majesty 

of truth more than hostile armies. 

As bloody and terrible as was the French revolu¬ 

tion, it did not disgust man with the doctrine of 

human rights. True, the elements slowly settled 

back again to their ancient place, but not to their 

ancient strength. In a few years France had an¬ 

other revolution, which in all human probability is 

not the last, and England soon took up the agitated 

question, and was again on a sea of troubles. First 
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came the emancipation act, resisted at every step 

by those who saw in it but the entering wedge to 

all other reforms; but it passed. Next came the 

reform bill, met with an outcry by the feudalism of 

England. Noble lords declared it should never 

pass; King William swore it should never receive 

his signature. To grant it was to concede the 

right of the people to make investigations and assail 

corruptions. There would be no end to their de¬ 

mands were they obeyed, and nothing short of a 

complete reformation would satisfy them. They 

must be stopped on the threshold, or they never 

could be arrested. The reasoning was correct, but 

the clamors of the people were stronger than the 

logic of noble lords. England w as in peril, till one 

night, while the turbulent multitude was swaying 

to and fro without the House of Parliament, their 

shouts and murmurs now and then borne to the 

ears of the members, Macauley arose, and in a thrill¬ 

ing speech, thundered on his astonished adversaries 

the prophetic words, “ Through parliament, or over 

parliament, this bill will pass.” It passed, and the 

throne of England stopped rocking on its base. The 

principle was again triumphant. A few years pass¬ 

ed by, and lo! a petition for universal suffrage, 

backed by three and a half millions of names, and 

carried on the shoulders of 16 strong workingmen, 

followed in solemn procession by 4,000 others, is 

borne into the House of Commons. Reformers 

themselves were startled—Universal Suffrage in 

England ! It is a strong government and the wisest 

throne on earth, but before the silent ballot they 
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would both disappear without a sound. It was re¬ 

jected, but there was not an argument used in de¬ 

fence of the reform bill which was not doubly applica¬ 

ble to it, save one—a threatened civil war. Add 

this other motive, and that petition will also be 

granted. Its basis—this doctrine of personal free¬ 

dom—is still at work. Look at the voluntary asso¬ 

ciations in every village there, all bound together and 

working together. Ah ! this voluntary association is 

an engine of tremendous power, and will yet uproot 

everything. The banding of the masses together, 

to act with skill and energy, to change them from 

a mob into an organized body, with resolutions and 

appeals in their hands, is investing them with a 

power nothing can withstand. 

I have only touched on points of English history 

—stepped from one great event to another—but 

what light does even this rapid survey throw on the 

question I have been discussing ? What would 

Henry the Eighth have done with the Reform Bill, 

or Queen Elizabeth thought of a Chartist meeting ? 

Poor Charles the First regarded the demand for re¬ 

dress of grievances sufficiently impertinent; but 

how would he, or even George the Third, have treated 

a petition for Universal suffrage ? England has but 

to keep the rate of progress she has made since the 

time of Elizabeth, and a tyro can calculate where 

she will be sixty years hence. Since Cromwell 

made such a jest of “the dignity which doth hedge 

a king,” the people have not been vanquished in a 

single encounter with the throne. They have been 

cheated, and the promised privileges given so as to 
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destroy their benefit, but the power has remained 

in their hands. The death of a leader, the desertion 

of a powerful friend bought over by a title, or a 

rash movement, alarming more prudent heads, may 

arrest all progress for a while, and delude men into 

a belief that the struggle is abandoned ; but it is 

not so—it waits only for more favorable circum¬ 

stances to re-appear in greater power. 

Prussia, too, feels the might of this principle of 

freedom, and is agitated through all her borders. 

When the revolution was shaking so terribly the 

thrones of Europe, and ringing, with such rapid 

and fearless strokes, the death-knell of tyranny 

on the Continent, King William, pressed by his sub¬ 

jects, promised them a Constitution and a Na¬ 

tional Congress to meet at Berlin. The final tri¬ 

umph of the infamous coalition, that had struggled 

so long in the midst of defeat, gave him hopes that 

he might escape the necessity of keeping his royal 

promise ; and by deception and falsehood it has been 

put off till this day. But the people are again awake 

and the “ Fier Fragen ”—four questions—have been 

put, and an answer demanded. Public assemblies 

are held in every province. Dusseldorf has been 

like New York in a mass meeting, while the king- 

dare not call on the soldiery, knowing how much 

they sympathize with the people, and at last has 

given his promise also, that a Congress shall be 

called and a Constitution given. When the tiers 

etat of Prussia shall assemble in Berlin, wo also to the 

house of Austria. Germany is already awake; even 

Russia is discussing dangerous principles, and Italy 
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is rent with fruitless conspiracies, while Switzer¬ 

land is sending up her cry for a new Constitution 

from all her Alpine hills. Throughout Europe, there 

is a moving of the masses, indicating life and energy 

soon to he expended somewhere on somebody. Instead 

of silently suffering, men begin to ask questions, and 

every one put in earnest, tells on the fate of the 

world more than a thousand cannon shot. Euro¬ 

pean kings tremble, when they think of the death 

of Charles I. and Louis XVI., and the shout France 

may once more send over the Continent. But Prus¬ 

sia is sufficient. Let her but have her Congress and 

Constitution, and we shall see the scenes of the Long 

Parliament and Charles I. enacted over again. 

I have given but a synopsis of what I wish to say 

on the present aspect of Europe ; but enough will 

be seen to illustrate the single point I am after— 

viz: the progress of the democratic principle in the 

world. By comparing Europe now with her state 

sixty years ago, the most superficial observer will 

see, that at the same rate of progress, sixty years 

more will place most of her monarchies on the tur¬ 

bulent waters of a popular government. And why 

should it not advance with equal rapidity ? Is man, 

just as he is emerging into the light, and feeling his 

true dignity, to be whipped back like a dog to his 

kennel ? Nay, the progress is to be more rapid, for 

when power, in passing from one hand into another, 

reaches a certain point, the transfer is made at once 

and the struggle is over. 

I have thus endeavored to make history illustrate 

my proposition, by watching the appearance of this 
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principle at different periods, and studying its charac¬ 

ter and gauging its strength. But the present, no less 

than the past, throws in its testimony; and even now 

this strange, unconquerable principle, is moving on 

dragging the life and energy of the world after it. 

Oh, it is fearful to behold its strength, and the up- 

heavings it lias occasioned ! Ever since the time of 

Christ, man has striven more or less resolutely to 

get an acknowledgment of his rights, either in re¬ 

ligious or political matters, or in both. Despots 

have made use of old reverence—superstitious fears 

—trickery, falsehood—the dungeon—the bayonet 

and the scaffold—to silence his claims and overcome 

his arguments. Force has done much, for though 

“Truth crushed to earth will rise again,” 

it often requires “ the eternal years of God,” and 

men have succeeded in burying it fathoms deep. 

But the one of which I have been speaking, has had 

two wild resurrections; one in England, when Crom¬ 

well shouted over its grave, and one in France when 

the infuriated populace called it in shrieks forth from 

its burial of ages. Oh! how man has struggled to 

be free—free to eat the bread his own hand has 

sown—free to breathe his thoughts over the lyre, 

or utter them through the pages of his country’s lit¬ 

erature—free to lay the taxes he himself pays—free 

to worship God according to the dictates of his own 

conscience. See England convulsed, her House of 

Commons in tears, and the torch of civil war blazing 

over the land, and all for a principle—the principle 

of personal freedom. Behold this country, pouring 
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out its blood like water—see it clothed in mourning 

—her children marching barefoot over the frozen 

ground, leaving their bloody testimonials on every 

foot of it they traversed; nay, marching by hundreds 

naked into battle, and all for this one principle. 

See France rent asunder, her streets, flowing blood, 

and the loud beat of the alarm drum and the steady 

peal of the tocsin and the heavy roll of the tumbrils, 

going to and from the scaffold—the only music of 

Paris for years—and millions of men sacrificed ; and 

yet this principle, in some form or other, lying at the 

bottom of it all. Deceived as the fierce actors in 

this tragedy may have been, and diverted, though 

the thought, for a while, might have been to personal 

safety or personal aggrandizement, yet the spell- 

wTords by which the storm was directed were “ free¬ 

dom, equal rights.” Look at Europe, while the 

great Napoleonic drama was performing—there is 

something more than the unrolling of banners and 

the pomp and majesty of arms. Great deeds are 

wrought, and glory is the guiding star to thousands, 

yet that long and fearful struggle, notwithstanding 

the various pretences set forth, was, with all its 

bloody accompaniments and waste of treasure, and 

loss of life, and suffering, simply an effort to stop the 

progress of this one principle. Here all the diplo¬ 

macy and hypocrisy of Europe are reduced to a sin¬ 

gle element—the world in arms against equal rights. 

France “ threw down the head of a king as the gauge 

of battle,” and the conflict was set. Cromwell’s 

army shouting through the fight, and French patri¬ 

ots storming over entrenchments with republican 
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songs in their mouths, may be fanatical or deluded 

men, and cheated at last by ambitious chieftains, but 

the thing they sought was no delusion. 

What a terror it is able to inspire when such a 

vast expenditure of life and money is made to check 

its advancement. Behold the Czar of Russia, the 

Emperor of Germany, the King of Prussia, and even 

Pitt of England, combined together, calling on the 

wisdom of the statesman and summoning to their aid 

a million of men to crush a .single principle. 

See the world also at this moment. Gensdarmes 

are parading the streets of every Continental city— 

spies entering every suspected house—the passport 

of eacli wayfarer examined and his person described 

—the freedom of speech suppressed, and bayonets 

gleaming before every printing office, to stop this prin¬ 

ciple from working amid the people. The poet must 

quench his burning thoughts; the scholar suppress his 

glowing words; the historian blot out his fairest page 

at the bidding of royal censors. Even his holiness the 

Pope will not allow the streets of Rome to be lighted 

with gas, nor a railroad to be made through his domin¬ 

ions, lest this principle should flash out of the rays 

of the one or be hurried in with the speed of the 

other. Barriers are established, the very post-office 

is Avatched without intermission, and the minions of 

power scattered thick as the locusts of Egypt on 

every side, to keep from man the knowledge of this 

principle. Yet it works on despite of its enemies. 

On the plains of Fleurus, at Lodi, Areola and Ma¬ 

rengo, through the Black Forest, at Jena, Auster- 

litz, Eylau and Friedland, it AA7as the most terrible 
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thing in the battle. The world saw only the smoke 

of the conflict, and heard only the thunder of cannon 

and groans of the dying, but this single principle 

gained more than Napoleon, and tyranny lost more 

than the victory. Nothing seems able to stay its 

progress. Outliving the age of superstition and ig¬ 

norance—conquering the power of the church—be¬ 

heading two kings—convulsing Europe with arms— 

and finally overthrown by numbers and buried with 

the bayonet, it still lives and breathes. Surviving 

defeat—scorning power—it carries a deathless ex¬ 

istence ; and whether shouting amid the roar of 

battle or whispering through the pages of the poet 

and historian, it exhibits the same immortality. 

All measures have been tried to destroy it—a false 

religion, diplomacy, fear, watchfulness, and persecu¬ 

tion, but in vain. It rises from under the weight of 

thrones, and from the field of carnage, and though 

denied the press, and even language, and chased 

and hunted like a common felon the length and 

breadth of Europe, pointed at, spit upon, speared, 

and trampled under foot, it still lives and increases 

both in strength and boldness. What then shall be 

done to stay its progress, what blow aimed at its 

life that has not been given ? While the conflict 

was secret there were hopes that when it became 

open power would prevail, but now nothing remains 

to be tried. Progress it does, and progress it will, 

and the day so much dreaded is slowly but surely 

approaching. 

Now, as there is a principle operating in this 

world, gaining strength every day, and which, in 
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some form or other, has excited more alarm and 

aroused more effort than all others put together, and 

one which threatens to change the structure of all 

human governments, or the kings and statesmen of 

the earth are mistaken, and poured out their trea¬ 

sures and the blood of their subjects in vain; the 

question naturally arises, what will be the issue? 

The solemnity of this question and the immeasura¬ 

ble interests at stake, are the only reasons that have 

induced me to present this topic before the literary 

societies of this University. If republicanism was 

the end of it all, and the erection of popular govern¬ 

ments the world over the crowning act, then we 

might contemplate it only with the curiosity of the 

philosopher or the pleasure of the patriot. But our 

own history shows that it does not end here. It is 

as active in the midst of this republic as in the mon¬ 

archy of England. If in despotisms it tends to lim¬ 

ited monarchy, and in a monarchy to republicanism, 

in a republic it tends to radicalism and anarchy. It 

progresses faster than the virtue and knowledge of 

man. Taking the lead, it despises both, and breaks 

away from those influences designed to curb it. 

Guided by hope and not at all by memory, it 

pushes on, throwing off restraint after restraint, re¬ 

moving check after check, believing that the will 

of the majority must always be right and safe. He 

must be a careless or ignorant observer who does 

not see that this principle in its progress, is here de¬ 

stroying reverence for authority and law, respect 

for constitutions and the wisdom of our fathers. 

Greater latitude is demanded, more liberal construe- 
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tion required, and everything set afloat on the popu¬ 

lar current. On this doubtful stream, also, the hopes 

of the scholar and the interests of learning are yet to 

be cast. Flooding one department after another, it 

is destined yet to bear all things on its turbulent bo¬ 

som. Before the tyranny of faction the voice of the 

scholar is yet to be hushed, or sound clear and cla¬ 

rion-like over its tumult. Some see the course it is 

taking, and are rushing back into the past and 

seizing its strong checks, but they by this effort only 

separate themselves from the mass, not stay the 

movement. A wise and instructed policy teaches us 

that it is not to be arrested, and that the office of the 

reformer at the present day is to guide it towards 

the point of greatest safety. I know the disgust of 

a refined mind to the contact it is exposed to in 

the outward life of our times. I know the discour¬ 

agements of a thoughtful man as he contemplates 

the ascendency of the bad, and the departure of the 

nation from truth and virtue ; and the strong ten¬ 

dency to retire to the companionship of books while 

the age works out its own experiments. The world 

of the scholar is filled with no conflicts, marred by 

no passion, disturbed by no violence. The breath 

of calumny does not reach him there, and falsehood 

and wrong have no entrance. The voice of ambition 

sounds faint and distant, and he shrinks from going 

forth from his tranquil enjoyments to battle with 

selfish, reckless, and ignorant men. But the age is 

calling on him in tones that must be heeded. If this 

world is to be cut from its ancient moorings and 

drift off on an unknown sea, there can be no question 
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brought before you fraught with deeper interest, or 

demanding more imperiously your serious thought. 

It is my belief that the Christian scholar must, under 

Heaven, save the world or it is lost; that his power 

must be more practical than heretofore, and all the 

force he can wield used not in opposing but direct¬ 

ing the spirit that is abroad carrying everything 

before it. With virtue and intelligence to guide it, 

this encroaching revolutionary movement may work 

the world’s regeneration; without it, it will finish in 

a circle, and men at last will flee to despotism to 

escape anarchy. 

But there is an aspect to this question, the contem¬ 

plation of which thrills the heart. Man has never yet 

exerted his power. Controlled and checked at 

every step, he has slept through the ages, and we 

have not yet seen what he can do. Here is a coun¬ 

try where every man is not only allowed to exert 

what force is in him, but it is called for. Every 

man standing up in his full manhood is asked to 

expend himself—strike with his strongest, heaviest 

blow. And behold the effect ? Scarce seventy 

years have past, and the feeble colony has become 

the second commercial nation on the globe, and 

yielding to none in resources and strength. Our 

statistics are at this day a fable and a falsehood to 

nine-tenths of the inhabitants of Europe. What, a 

nation springing up and seating itself in the front 

rank of powers in less time than it has taken to build 

many of their churches ! The thing is preposterous. 

To me there is no more sublime or terrific sight 

than this country to-day presents, as every man is 
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giving forth his entire energy. Before the progress 

of this principle we have been discussing the whole 

world is soon to he in the same position. And 

when the race is let loose on the dwelling it in¬ 

habits, and every man gives himself soul and body 

to the work, this planet of ours will he in his grasp 

like clay in the hands of the potter. When, in¬ 

stead of a few minds clustered around a throne 

directing the affairs of the world, its entire mind 

shall he devoted to them, there will be changes it 

would be deemed presumptuous now to predict. 

Let this hitherto unknown, unfelt energy be under 

the control of truth and virtue, and a “ nation will 

be born in a day.” At all events, if my position be 

correct, man is to be let loose on himself and on 

his destiny, and the whole structure of human 

society is to change. 

In conclusion I would say that my fears of the issue 

are stronger than my hopes—that I have but little faith 

in the wisdom of the masses, and still less in their 

virtue. I dare not trust my race, or rather I dare 

not trust ignorant men in the hands of reckless dem¬ 

agogues, and under the sway of political factions. 

It is not with cheering confidence I trace the pro¬ 

gress of the principle I have been discussing; but 

still the fact is there, and must be looked in the face. 

The whirlpool will come, and into its vortex we 

must gaze whether we are wrecked or saved. Still 

in agitation there is always hope for the truth. It is 

the apathy which successful power creates it has most 

to fear. When everything is afloat, deception and 

falsehood may for awhile prevail, but men at last will 
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begin to reflect, and their passion and prejudice sub¬ 

side. At all events, liberty is not to be resisted be¬ 

cause of its irregularities, nor scorned for the evils 

that sometimes follow in its train. Another has beau¬ 

tifully said, “Ariosto tells a pretty story of a fairy, 

who, by some mysterious law of her nature, was con¬ 

demned to appear at certain seasons, in the form of a 

foul and poisonous snake. Those who injured her 

during the period of her disguise were forever ex¬ 

cluded from participation in the blessings which she 

bestowed. But to those who, in spite of her loath¬ 

some aspect, pitied and protected her, she after¬ 

ward revealed herself in the beautiful and celestial 

form which was natural to her, accompanied their 

steps, granted all their wishes, fdled their houses 

with wealth, made them happy in love, and victori¬ 

ous in war. Such a spirit is Liberty. At times she 

takes the form of a hateful reptile. She growls, 

she hisses, she stings. But wo to those who, in dis¬ 

gust, shall venture to crush her ! And happy are 

those who, having dared to receive her in her de¬ 

graded and frightful shape, shall at length be 

rewarded by her in the time of her beauty and 

glory.” After passion subsides, and men cease to 

be dazzled by the new light that has amazed them, 

reason assumes the ascendency, bringing order out 

of chaos. Let us still hope this may be the result, 

and that it can be said at last with truth to man:— 

“ Stand up erect! thou hast the form 

And likeness of thy God ; who more ? 

A soul as dauntless ’mid the storm 

Of daily life, a heart as warm 

And pure as breast e’er wore.” 


